Accommodate is the only 508-compliant Software-as-a-Service solution, self-service portal and employee accommodation case management system on the market today.

**Accommodate**

Use Accommodate to:
- Manage accommodation requests
- Generate detailed reports
- Automate case management

Accommodate is a web-based tool used to manage employee accommodation requests. Users can easily review, assign and process accommodation requests through a system that seamlessly routes cases to the right people each time. Accommodate can also quickly generate detailed electronic records, making it simple and seamless to comply with audits conducted by federal agencies.
What kind of accommodations can users request?

- Medical and other disabilities
- Room or technology booking
- Pregnancy or nursing mothers
- Religious observances
- Temporary
- Dietary
- Adaptive equipment
- Physical accessibility

Apply your policies and procedures to build your accommodations list

Symplicity is a market leader in enterprise technology and workflow management solutions for higher education, government, and corporate businesses. Our solutions have helped more than 41 million users over the past 20 years.
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